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PROJECT GOAL: To develop a general analytical STRATEGY: To automate chemical profiling of

PROGRESS: Established optically guided MALDI

platform for rapid screening of microbial strain
libraries to produce chemicals, focusing on lipidderived compounds for CABBI

MS approach for molecular phenotyping of microbial
colonies at a rate of 1~2 s in protein engineering
applications to improve cell factory performance

microbial colonies via integration of machine vision
& matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization timeof-flight (MALDI-ToF) MS

1. Grand challenge: Analytical bottleneck
§ Library screening remains essential due to
limited understanding of complex metabolism

2. Workflow: Optically guided MALDI MS

Option 1: Slow development of specific assays

§ The lack of general, high-throughput screening
platforms for chemical production

Option 2: Increase speed of general methods
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3. Results: Visualization of chemical information
§ Rhamnolipids (RLs):
promising biosurfactants
for enhanced oil recovery
& bioremediation

Conclusions
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§ RhlA as a molecular ruler

§ Generally applicable to screen various
microbial strains and chemicals (metabolite,
lipid, glycan, peptide, and conjugates)

§ Protein engineering to
control congener profiles

Future work
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§ Peak intensities used as
a proxy for chemical
abundance (confirmed by
LC-MS)
§ Quantitative chemical
information visualized
via bubble charts overlaid
at colony positions

§ To expand analyte range via advanced
sample preparation for lipid-derived
molecules (free fatty acid, alkane, etc.)
§ To couple with synthetic biology and
machine learning to accelerate design-buildtest-learn cycles in microbial engineering
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supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of
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